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Any questions or problems then please email me : 
david.wall@sjr.ac.uk

Don’t worry, you don’t have to understand 
everything and we will be going over this in class 
when we start College!

Don’t forget to follow our social media accounts:

• Facebook.com/SjrPerformingArts
• Instagram.com/sjr.performingarts



Basic Music Theory Knowledge
One of the first tasks you can be doing is learning about basic music theory or 
refreshing your memory on different terms.

There is a great website to do this on called MusicTheory.net

Under lessons, you can learn about the staff, clefs, ledger lines, scales, meters … 
loads of terminology to check up on or to learn new.

Don’t worry if there are things you don’t understand – you can either do some more
research on them, email me about it (david.wall@sjr.ac.uk) or you can ask me when
we start College – we will be doing work on theory at the beginning of College.
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Music For Media Research
I think you’ll like this task …

For our section on Music for Media, you are going to need some knowledge of films
and film composers.

Our composers that we need to study are:

• Hans Zimmer

• Nobuo Uematsu

• Michael Giacchino

• Thomas Newman

• Bernard Hermann

For your research, I would like you to listen to some of the music from the films they 
have composed. It would also be good to learn the types of films they compose for. 
Therefore, it would be good to watch the films!

Here is a list of films / games you could look at as research:
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Zimmer Uematsu Giacchino Newman Hermann

Gladiator
The Dark Knight
Interstellar
Rain Man
Da Vinci Code
Man of Steel
Lion King
Prince of Egypt
Pirates of the 
Caribbean
Simpsons Movie
Kung Fu Panda

The Incredibles
Ratatouille
Star Terk
Rogue One
Jurassic World
Up
Doctor Strange
Cloverfield
Jojo Rabbit

The Shawshank 
Redemption
Skyfall
Finding Nemo
Wall-E
Saving Mr Banks
Spectre
Tolkien
The Help
Pay It Forward
The Iron Lady

Psycho
North by 
Northwest
Taxi Driver
The Day the Earth 
Stood Still (1951)
Jason and the 
Argonauts (1963)



Composition Starting Points
To get ahead of the game on composition, there are a few activities and bits of
research that you can do.

1. Find an artist, composer, song that you would like to compose a piece in the style
of. We can use this as a starting point for your composition.

2. Could you try and create some ideas on your instrument (this includes voice)? 
Sing / play them in to your phone recorder so that you can keep them.

3. Download a free DAW / Composition programme.
- Sibelius Student is free for example
- Musescore seems to be free at the moment
- Audacity is a great recording software for Mac of PC that is free
- GarageBand works well to create music on an iPad, iPhone or Mac

There are many more pieces of software out there that are free and can be used 
to create ideas. In College we will use Logic and Sibelius but, for now, you can use 
the software that is available to you.

4. There are loads of YouTube videos that you can look at about creating melodies
and creating compositions to give you some ideas. Such as composing from a 
chord sequence, composing a melody, orchestrating music.

Why not have a listen to some of our student work on our Soundcloud:

https://soundcloud.com/sjrmusic1
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